
Gravity Equal Force
Jungle Green 



THE ARMIN STROM 
GRAVITY EQUAL FORCE 
JUNGLE GREEN:  
EXOTIC COLOR MEETS  
AVANT-GARDE WATCHMAKING

Created to stand out, the newest interpretation of the 
game-changing Gravity Equal Force timepiece features 
an off-center jungle green dial featuring a hand-guilloche 
pattern. A matt black PVD-coated movement plate offers 
a stark contrast to the dial, highlighting its luminosity. This 
Gravity Equal Force comes with a black alligator strap 
with black stitching, which underscores the stark contrast 
between the watch’s jungle green dial and its black plate. 

Limited to 15 pieces only.



A STRIKING OFF-CENTER 
JUNGLE GREEN DIAL  
FEATURING A HAND- 
GUILLOCHÉ PATTERN
Adding a touch of traditional craftsmanship to an inno-
vative and outstandingly designed watch, this Gravity 
Equal Force features a guilloché engraved dial with a 
Grain d’orge horizontal pattern, that follows the lines of 
the three bridges. The dial is handcrafted by renowned 
independent watchmaker Kari Voutilainen’s atelier using 
a manual rose engine lathe.



A STARK CONTRAST BY 
THE BLACK PVD-COATED 
MOVEMENT PLATE
A matt black PVD-coated movement plate offers a stark 
contrast to the jungle green dial, highlighting its lumi-
nosity. It also complements the other visible movement 
parts – the barrel and the micro-rotor and the polished 
screws and jewels. The ASB19 movement and the steel 
hands are developed and manufactured by Armin Strom 
and are meticulously hand-finished in-house.



AN UNPRECEDENTED FEAT 
OF MICROMECHANICAL 
INGENUITY

Entirely visible from the dial side, the Gravity Equal Force 
is endowed with a constant force transmission integrated 
directly in the mainspring barrel. The result is consistent 
power transmission to the regulating organ, ensuring 
unwavering precision throughout the watch’s autonomy.

In the quest of superior chronometric performance and 
more consistent isochronism, the Gravity Equal Force 
distinguishes itself as the first-ever watch to features a 
stop-work declutch mechanism in an automatic winding 
movement. Incorporated directly within the mainspring 
barrel, this ingenious solution provides more consistent 
power delivery to the regulating organ at every stage of 
the movement’s autonomy.



IN-HOUSE DESIGN 
AND PRODUCTION
Befitting its innovative, highly structural and superlatively 
hand-finished movement, the Gravity Equal Force’s design 
is coherent – inside and out. Familiar forms take on new 
shapes and proportions that highlight the mechanical 
marvel within, constructed with a slim bezel and lugs 
profile that allows as much depth and detail as possible 
from the architectural movement to be admired from all 
angles.



A UNIQUE AUTOMATIC 
MOVEMENT VISIBLE  
ON DIAL SIDE
True to Armin Strom’s singular approach of always showing 
the inner workings of mechanical watchmaking on the 
dial-side, the Gravity Equal Force highlights its unique 
automatic winding mechanism with an efficient micro-
rotor from the dial side. Subtle yet legible, a power reserve 
indicator is integrated directly onto the mainspring barrel 
and its ingenious stop-work declutch mechanism.

This breathtaking new Gravity Equal Force timepiece was 
designed and produced in-house at our manufacture in 
Biel. Like every Armin Strom watch, its movement has been 
assembled twice. After its first assembly, the movement 
was painstakingly disassembled and each individual part 
was cleaned, dried, reassembled and lubricated before 
being meticulously regulated, tested, and returned to the 
case.



www.arminstrom.com Gravity Equal Force

GRAVITY EQUAL FORCE 
JUNGLE GREEN 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Distinctions 
Stop-Work declutch mechanism  
and Equal Force Barrel 
Handmade guilloché pattern on the 
dial by Kari Voutilainen 
Matt black PVD-coated  
movement plate 

Case 
Stainless steel 
Sapphire crystal and case back with 
anti-reflective treatment 
Diameter: 41.00 mm 
Height: 12,65 mm

Water-resistance: 3 ATM 

Dial 
Jungle green colored hand guilloche 
by Kari Voutilainen, off-center dial with 
subdial

Hands 
Manufactured by Armin Strom, steel 
with hand finishing 

 

Strap 
Delivered with a black alligator 
leather strap with black stitching and 
stainless-steel double folding clasp 

Buckle 
Ardillon buckle or double-fold 
deployant clasp available in stainless 
steel 

Price: CHF 22‘900.- 

Limited Edition: 15 pieces



CALIBRE ASB 19
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Impulse 
Equal Force Barrel 

Winding-mechanism 
Automatic with micro rotor turning  
on dial side 

Plate and bridges 
Plate and bridges are decorated  
at the highest quality level. 

Regulating system 
Screwed balance with steel spiral 

Frequency 
25.200 vph / 3,5 Hz

Number of jewels 
28 

Number of individual parts 
202 

Diameter 
35,53 mm 

Height 
11,67 mm 

Power reserve 
72 h
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ARMIN STROM AG
Bözingenstrasse 46
CH-2502 Biel/Bienne
Switzerland

Phone +41 (0) 32 343 33 44
info@arminstrom.com

www.arminstrom.com
Follow us on:

https://www.instagram.com/arminstrom/
https://www.facebook.com/ARMINSTROM
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/cgi-bin/home?t=home/index&token=167424676&lang=en_US
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJXU3VwfQxAhKk9HNj0kq-Q
https://twitter.com/arminstrom

